Explosive synchronization with asymmetric frequency distribution.
In this work, we study the synchronization in a generalized Kuramoto model with frequency-weighted coupling. In particular, we focus on the situations in which the frequency distributions of oscillators are asymmetric. For typical unimodal frequency distributions, such as Lorentzian, Gaussian, triangle, and even special Rayleigh, we find that the synchronization transition in the model generally converts from the first order to the second order as the central frequency shifts toward positive direction. We characterize two interesting coherent states in the system: In the former, two phase-locking clusters are formed, rotating with the same frequency. They correspond to those oscillators with relatively high frequencies while the oscillators with relatively small frequencies are not entrained. In the latter, two phase-locking clusters rotate with different frequencies, leading to the oscillation of the order parameter. We further conduct theoretical analysis to reveal the relation between the asymmetric frequency distribution and the conversion of synchronization type, and justify the coherent states observed in the system.